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Safety Tip:  SAFETY GLASSES – Make sure you wear them all the time when in your shop.

President’s Message
News from the FABA Board:  Our 
newsletter Editor has resigned.  I would 
like to thank Will Manning for your 
service these past months.  It has been 
a “tough job” but we all appreciate your 
service to this office.  We wish you much 
success as you “focus on making a living” 

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE :
Regional Reports•	
How to: Make a Gna Gna Bell •	
Nail Tree @ Conference•	
Faces of FABA announcement•	
The Malleable Smith by JBW•	
How to: Make Universal Tongs•	

as you stated.
Our elections are over and the following new officers will assume 
duties as of 1 January 2013. Congratulations and thanks for 

volunteering to continue our dynamic organization.  

Treasurer – Gary Kemp
Newsletter Editor – David Reddy
Program Chairman– Kirk Sullens

Northeast Trustee – Jordan Thomas
Southeast Trustee – Ed Aaron

 
Welcome to our new members:  Bob & Ivey Stott of Bainbridge GA;  
Richard Hayes of Yulee FL; Richard & Nicole Grace of  Jacksonville 

and Tim & Mary-Ann Benton of Deltona.   

As we look forward to our 2012 wonderful conference I want to 
encourage everyone to participate.  There are activities for everyone.  
We have added things to make it better and better.  A very special 
thanks to Mark Stone for all the work involved in planning and 
organizing.   See the requests for “nails” and “Faces of FABA” 

elsewhere in this newsletter.

NEED TEACHERS – Seems each month I get requests to “teach me 
some blacksmithing skills” or participate at a festival.  If you can 
show how to heat steel; taper a bar; create a “hand-made steel object” 
– WE NEED YOU.  Let me know and I’ll get you connected to the 

right place.
    -Jerry Wolfe

The 2012 Conference is a couple of weeks away and we are 
looking forward to an exciting one. Our two demonstrators we 
have lined up are  Phil Heath as our Traditional demonstrator 
and Micky Wise as our Bladesmith demonstrator. We also have 
Edgar Chattin coming in to teach three hands-on classes on 
forging and heat treating blades. Phil Heath is a fourth generation 
Blacksmith from England now living in Arlington, Virginia and 
comes to us highly recommended. For aspiring Bladesmith’s, 
you will have a great opportunity to not only watch and learn 
from Micky Wise, a professional Bladesmith, but to make a blade 
under the instruction of Edgar Chattin. Ron Childers will be 
teaching two Railroad Spike classes where you will be able to 
choose between a knife, cross, or a heart. We will also have Judy 
Berger from Blue Moon Press bringing a tremendous selection of 
books available for purchase covering all forms of metalworking. 
She will be a great addition to our conference. I would also like 
to invite you to extend your conference by coming Thursday 
afternoon around 1:30 to assist with setup or staying a little late 
on Sunday to assist with tear-down. We have tents, forge stations 
that need to be setup or put away and the more help we have, the 
faster it goes. It will be appreciated. The conference is scheduled 
for October 12 – 14, so mark your calendars and plan to attend 
what will be another great conference. See ya at the conference!

Last minute conference update
from program chairman Mark StoneALERT!

JERRY GRICE SCHOLARSHIP
DEADLINE HAS CHANGED TO 

DECEMBER 31, 2012



FABA 2012 ANNUAL CONFERENCE

October 12, 13 & 14

All Regions
Pioneer Center for the Creative Arts

Barberville, FL

see conference pamphlet for details 

NE Nov. 3
Jamboree at the Settlement so there

will not be an official meeting.  
          

NE Dec.  8
Allen & Chloe Hardwicke’s in Altona, FL

Christmas Gathering - Directions TBA

The calender includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. 
Come to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, 
SW-4th except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around 
the forge. Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 
9AM to 4PM and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional 
Coordinators:
 Northeast Region  Butch Patterson   904-964-2499  bpattr@yahoo.com
 Northwest Region  Billy Christie   850-421-1386   chriswoodforge@embarqmail.com
 Southeast Region   Ralph Nettles   561-747-5489   ralphnettles@msn.com
 Southwest Region  Lisa Anne Connor  813-977-3743   MelisandeAubrey@hotmail.com

Calendar of ventsE



NE by Butch  & Emily Patterson

Hello again from the Northeast Region.  We met at the Pioneer Art Settlement in Barberville on September 1st.  If you do 
not where that is you should show up to the Annual Conference on October 12, 13, 14 for a weekend full of smithing. 

We had an attendance of 17 members and 3 guests.  I demonstrated how I forge a bottle opener with a Bald Eagle on 
the handle.  I had Steve Estenson to help and heckle me.  Really he was a great assistant grabbing tools for me.  Since the 
Settlement was hosting their End of Season Open House, we had many additional visitors to the forge area.  Some of our 
ladies worked on butterflies for the pottery shop using glass and pottery pieces.  When hammering was minimal, music 
could be heard in different areas.  

Jordan Thomas has been working on a project to outfit some of our outside forges.  Jordan had a  crew of Kirk Sullens, 
Allen Hardwicke, Bob Jacoby, Bill Tolson, Jesse Berguson, and Keven Statwick (a guest).  They welded the hoods to the 
forges and all is remains is to put the flues up.  Mike Barry from the SW Region did the fabrication.  A big Thank You for all 
they did!

Lunch was Emily’s home-made Chicken & Rice (whooooo-weee was it good!) with a few side dishes from members. 
Dessert was one of Chloe’s delicious cobblers. 

The Iron in the Hat had some nice and unique items bringing in $61.00.  Alex Chase from Swamp Ass Forge donated a 
knife made from a railroad spike.  It was the best looking spike knife I have ever seen! It was auctioned for $27.50.  

See you at the FABA Annual Conference at Barberville October 12th, 13th, 14th!  

NW by John Boy Watson & Billy Christie 

REGIONAL REPORTS

On August 11, 2012 we had our Northwest meeting at Bill Adams Blind Hog Forge outside of Havana, Florida. As we 
arrived the question was, “Will it rain?” and as the weather is at this time of year, we just changed the question to “When 
will it stop?” Just as a passing note, it did stop when we broke up and were leaving for our homes. This being said, it surely 
did NOT slow us or even damper our resolve to have a good day of BLACKSMITHING. 

report continued on next page



The day started with the odor of pork being cooked for a morning snack and lively discussions for the activities of the day. 
When the attendance reached the point where we could get started, Clyde Payton gave a talk associated with the forging 
of a dinner bell. Clyde spoke about the parts of the bell and the clapper which he also described as a club and the design 
associated with it. Bill Adams followed Clyde and informed all who were gathered that they were going to be divided into 
four teams, given a piece of _ inch rod 5 feet in length, and forge a bell with clapper. Bill also spoke about last months 
Clinker Breaker article concerning bells and tone. He provided more detail, along with some research he had performed. 
Following this, Bill spoke about safety and then gave the teams their steel and told them to make a dinner bell, shaped to 
their choosing. Off to the forging they went and became bell makers. Team One went with a long oval, with a leaf; Team 
Two made a sparkling diamond (Taylor’s idea); Team Three went with a fish shape (Gary Beacher’s design); and Team 
Four went with the traditional triangle shape, they also made a hand forged bracket to hold it up. We had a sound test and 
decided the triangle sounded the best. These all could be yours if the price is right at the Annual Auction in October.

We followed the bell making with Iron in the Hat that contained a good number of hand made items along with real 
good second or third ownership items. This was possible in that there were 48 who had signed in and about 15 who did 
not.  Billy Christie conducted the process with Lloyd Wheeler drawing the winning numbers. This generated $248.00 for 
F.A.B.A.

Next was lunch consisting of Hot Dogs, grilled by John Boy, and covered dishes brought by attendees. The only thing we 
can say about the meal is we do know how to over eat.             

We thank Bill Adams for opening his house and forge, John Boy for his cooking and not hurting anyone with his new 
rapier he used in cooking the hot dogs, Billy for all the work to put this event together, and the biggest thank-you to each of 
you who chose to be with us rather than anywhere else on such a wonderful, rainy day.
                                           
Be safe and Happy Hammering,

(vacation to the) SW by John Boy Watson & Billy Christie

    Billy and I took a well needed and deserved road trip/vacation to the Southwest meeting in Tampa, FL on August 25, 
2012. We left out on the 24th and as we traveled south. Billy called Lewis Riggleman to see if two bums could stop by and 
he said “Come on.”



When we landed at Rams Head Forge in the suburbs of San Antonio we were met by Lewis and his wife Diane. It was a 
sure pleasure to spend a couple of hours with two seasoned and fine artist as they are. We were able to see many examples 
of art work each of them have done and were inspired by their collective talent. When we left, our trail could be followed 
by a dog with a sinus infection due to our drooling over his shop full of anvils, post vices, and hand tools less the wonderful 
items he parted with.
     
After some well needed rest in a motel room that didn’t even have an alarm clock we arrived at Tandova, Inc. in Tampa for 
the Southwest meeting. We would like to thank Lisa Ann Conner and the owners of Tandova for their warm welcome and 
providing such a great venue for this meeting.
     
The main event was Steve Bloom speaking about and providing detailed information concerning gas forges, along with 
twenty-two years of experience. With the handout he provided, along with his insight, all of the questions associated with 
gas forges were answered. This being said, he also factored in directions of a number of safety issues you have to consider 
when operating a gas forge. A couple of examples are CO and gas leaks along with ventilation and the need for regular 
checking of the system. Steve is well versed and is thanked for his passing on the number of factors and applications of gas 
forge operations.

There were other activates taking place at the same time which were wood burning, jewelry making, and weaving. 
The ladies who were conducting these classes are all to be commended for bringing their knowledge and wonderful-
craftsmanship to this meeting.

Lisa Ann conducted an excellent Buck in The Bucket which had a good number of hand made items along with a large 
selection of other items. We do thank her for drawing our ticket numbers several times.

Lisa Ann gave us a tour of the facility which housed a large amount of prop items they provide for film making and other 
events. This being said, the items that stood out to us were the dinosaurs made from old fence parts, all wire welded 
together that had the appearance of movement and action; there were at least nine of them.

Lisa is commended for her effort and action in the coordination of this event as it was well planed, executed, and well 
attended. As a closing note Happy Birthday Lisa Ann.

Be Safe and Happy Hammering

Trez with Andrew Gleason





 In late July, I received a call from Todd Dagenais, head coach of the women’s indoor volleyball team for the University of 
Central Florida. He had found FABA’s website and my name as NE trustee while researching blacksmithing. Each year at 
the start of the training program he takes his team on different team building exercises that are unknown to them until 
they arrive at the site. He wanted to know if it would be possible to set up a blacksmithing class for his team as this year’s 
team building exercise. Sure, I said, how many girls on the team? Fifteen he replied. My grin was now stretching from ear 
to ear, (See guys, there are some perks to this job!). He gave me the dates that would work for them, I told him that I would 
make some calls and get back to him. 
      My first call was to the Pioneer Settlement in Barberville. They’re the only place in my neck of the woods that could 
host a class for that many. The dates Todd had given me worked fine for them and they were pleased to host the class. They 
also offered to contact some newspapers with Todd’s consent. He agreed and the Daytona News-Journal sent out a writer 
and a photographer. They wrote a nice article with some good pictures. It can be found on their website, www.news-
journalonline.com, if anyone is interested in checking it out. Type UCF volleyball into their search box and the article 
should come up.
      My second call was for help. As much as I would’ve liked to teach fifteen college girls blacksmithing all by myself, it 
wasn’t humanly possible to do so and give them a quality class. I called Leslie Tharp from Gainesville to see if she was 
available to help. For those of y’all who don’t know Leslie, I first met her at the 2010 conference when she took a class 
from me on making courting candles. She’s since moved towards larger work and is currently focusing on public art 
commissions. You can see her work at leslietharp.com. Fortunately for me, she was also available on the dates given and 
happy to be of assistance. 
     With the arrangements made, I called Todd back and we discussed what he wanted the class to accomplish. His primary 
goal was for the team to have something to take away from the class that they did as a team. I suggested a forged ring to 
represent the team, with each team member making something that had personal meaning for them. He liked the idea so 
we planned for that. His secondary goal was to use blacksmithing as a metaphor for team building, with the steel being the 
team, each individual being forged to their strongest, the heat of the forge as the training, and the forging as the coaching. 
The hoped for result? A beautiful piece and a winning team.
       August 10th was the day of the class. Leslie and I arrived early to set up and figure out a game plan. We planned to 
have them learn some basics in the morning, with the afternoon for the team project. Todd and the team, plus some 
assistant coaches, arrived in two vans around 10:00 am. Leslie and I gave a brief introduction and explained what was 
going to happen. After we lit the forges they all had one question. Boys always ask me if they can make knives, care to 
guess what fifteen girls asked if they could make? Flowers, hearts maybe? Try swords. Yep, they wanted to make swords. 
I recommended with a grin that they spend the morning learning some basics and if they still wanted to try making a 
sword in the afternoon I’d see what we could do. After two and a half hours of hooks, pokers and other assorted items they 
acknowledged that a sword might be a bit beyond their current skill set. 

UCF Volleyball Team Learns the Art of Blacksmithing
by Jordan Thomas



Leslie and I compared notes at lunch. All the girls were focused and determined. They were good on safety for the most 
part, with only some minor burns and blisters. We reiterated the importance of safety when they came back from lunch 
and then it was on to their individual pieces. We emphasized that the ideas needed to be theirs, we were just there to help 
them figure out how to give their ideas physical form. We had a very imaginative group of young ladies. In no particular 
order the pieces made were a key, a triangle, a figure eight for infinity, a V for an initial, a butterfly, a cloverleaf, the initials 
JT combined that also looked like a #1, another set of initials that looked some what like a V with rounded indent on 
one side, a horseshoe, an abstract elephant, a leaf, a heart, a twisted ribbon L, a boomerang, (she was from Australia) and 
finally, a heartbeat sign from a heartbeat monitor. 

      I started helping the girls who were finished with their pieces punch 
holes and rivet them to the ring. Leslie helped the others fine tune their 
pieces. I had already made the ring and drilled the holes, so it was a matter 
of what looked best where. I offered to take it home and beeswax it for 
them which they thought was a good idea.
      Leslie and I had a great time teaching the class and the girls assured us 
that they had enjoyed it immensely. Todd was pleased with how it turned 
out and it seems to have fulfilled the team building requirement very well. 
I visited the UCF website recently and the girls have had a great start to 
their season.
      There’s a little side story that happened as a result of the class that y’all 
might be interested in. In late August I went to the SW meeting held at 
Tandova Inc. Since I still had the piece I brought it along to show. Harland 

Fisher walked over as I was showing it off and asked if it was the UCF volleyball team’s. I replied that it was. Harland told 
me that he’d heard about the class from his son who is a UCF alumnus currently working in Spain! His son keeps up with 
UCF news and had sent him a link to the news article written on the class. As we talked, I mentioned asking Leslie to help 
me. Harland replied that he’d seen her name in the article and did I know if she was from Ft. Myers? I said she was working 
out of Gainesville, but I didn’t know where she’d been before. He said when he’d taught middle school in Ft. Myers, he’d 
had a redheaded girl named Leslie Tharp in his science class. I said the Leslie I know is a redhead and what are the odds? 
Harland said to ask when I saw her if she’d gone school in Ft. Myers and if she’d had a teacher named Mr. Fisher. I was 
intrigued by that point and told him I’d do one better and called her then and there. Turns out she is the same Leslie Tharp 
that Harland taught back in middle school! So there y’all have it, we are known about in Spain and a teacher and his former 
student are back in touch because of a blacksmithing class for the women’s indoor volleyball team of the University of 
Central Florida.     



NAIL TREE

We are initiating a NAIL TREE at the conference 
this year.  We have a “tree trunk” and each 

member and demonstrator is requested to make 
a nail – WITH YOUR TOUCH MARK – and 
hammer it into the tree.  This will be an on-

going project and is a place to “remember our 
heritage”; so PLEASE bring a nail or make one 
at the conference.  This has been done at many 
blacksmiths conferences and it leads to some 

creative idea as you can see from this tree from 
ABANA 2010 in Memphis.

FACES  of FABA

A new category has been added this year for our 
GALLERY Exhibits.  A special prize will be awarded 
to one with the best entry for the theme of “Faces of 
FABA”. Put your thinking cap on and come up with 

something original and creative.

&

THE MALLEABLE SMITH
by John Boy Watson 

     This summer, along with the extreme heat, has been very trying when combined with the rain and high humidity. We 
have a blacksmith in the Northwest who has been smithing for two years and has shown he is as malleable as the steel we 

work. His name is Garry Beachler.

     Garry has taken off in his ability to form and shape items along with developing a market for the items. He has been 
and continues to build stock for a show in October, but with the weather conditions being what they are he has put a new 

dimension in place. What he has done is move to the night shift. This shift change has its own set of problems when he goes 
to his excess inventory (junk pile) location, due to the lack of light. Examples of this are the normal slip, trip, and fall, along 

with rattle snakes, and other vermin.

      With Garry being as committed to this as he is, it has caused a few of us to give him another name. Some of the names 
are Ninja Blacksmith, Dark Smith, Sleepily Smith, Wee Hours Smith, and my favorite is How Did You Do That Smith.
      It is a joy to see a person like Gary that has taken off with his hammer, forge, and anvil to become a blacksmith and 

continue to grow everyday as he builds on the skills he has developed. Each of us can look at him, just sit back, and 
remember when.

Be Safe and Happy Hammering!
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FABA Officers
President Jerry Wolfe 941-355-5615 wolfeforge@hotmail.com
Vice President Charles (Hippie) Pate 850-997-6986 -unknown-
Treasurer Dorothy H. Butler 850-539-5742 Treasurer@blacksmithing.org
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Your FABA membership begins when your application and
membership fee is received. Membership is per family and lasts one
year. Send $25.00 fee and application to:

Dorothy Butler, FABA Treasurer
777 Tyre Road
Havana, FL 32333
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Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.
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